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Abstract: Under droplet impingement, surface leading edge protection (LEP) coating materials for
wind turbine blades develop high-rate transient pressure build-up and a subsequent relaxation in a
range of strain rates. The stress-strain coating LEP behavior at a working frequency range depends
on the specific LEP and on the material and operational conditions, as described in this research
in a previous work. Wear fatigue failure analysis, based on the Springer model, requires coating
and substrate speed of sound measurements as constant input material parameters. It considers
a linear elastic response of the polymer subjected to drop impact loads, but does not account for
the frequency dependent viscoelastic effects for the materials involved. The model has been widely
used and validated in the literature for different liquid impact erosion problems. In this work, it is
shown the appropriate definition of the viscoelastic materials properties with ultrasonic techniques.
It is broadly used for developing precise measurements of the speed of sound in thin coatings and
laminates. It also allows accurately evaluating elastic moduli and assessing mechanical properties
at the high frequencies of interest. In the current work, an investigation into various LEP coating
application cases have been undertaken and related with the rain erosion durability factors due to
suitable material impedance definition. The proposed numerical procedures to predict wear surface
erosion have been evaluated in comparison with the rain erosion testing, in order to identify suitable
coating and composite substrate combinations. LEP erosion performance at rain erosion testing (RET)
technique is used widely in the wind industry as the key metric, in an effort to assess the response of
the varying material and operational parameters involved.
Keywords: computational modelling; impedance analysis; rain erosion testing; ultrasound measurements;
viscoelastic characterization; wind turbine blades

1. Introduction
Wind power has become a key technology to provide electricity from renewable and low-emission
sources [1]. There is a need to improve existing technologies, by increasing the size of offshore wind
turbines to capture more wind energy [2]. Composites use opened up great prospects in the design and
manufacture of future wind turbine blades, due to the versatility offered in the material optimization
and design. Nevertheless, composites perform poorly under transverse impact (i.e., perpendicular
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to the reinforcement direction) and are sensitive to environmental factors, such as heat, moisture,
icing, salinity and/or UV. Blade manufacturers employ surface coatings to protect the composite
structure from exposure to these factors. When considering the repeated impact of rain droplets, the
high required tip speed is a key contributor to surface erosion damage on the leading edges of wind
turbine blades.
The leading-edge protection (LEP) coating system analyzed in this work [3] is usually molded,
painted or sprayed onto the blade surface during whole blade manufacture or during a repair in-field.
Industrial processes state that LEP systems can be outlined as a multi-layered system, where a putty
filler layer between the laminate and the surface LEP coating is included to smooth the composite
surface. A primer layer may be also integrated under the coating and over the filler layer to guarantee
adhesion, circumventing delamination between layers, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Leading Edge Protection (LEP) system application procedures, i.e., (a) spray; (b) roller;
(c) trowel. Multilayer configuration.

Analytical and numerical models are commonly applied to relate top coating erosion lifetime
prediction [4–6] or alternative accelerated rain erosion testing assessment is also used [7,8]. In order to
identify suitable coating and composite substrate combinations based on their potential stress reduction
on the surface and interface different studies are related with the droplet impact phenomena [9,10].
Recent studies treat the complexity of the single droplet impact problem with the fatigue analysis
under repeated impact [11], and considering material viscoelastic approaches [12–14]. The Springer [4]
model is applied and industry validated [5] for wear top-coating rain erosion lifetime assessment. It
is used in this research [15] to predict wear fatigue failure analysis and as a computational tool for
top-coating LEP design. In this work, its application is discussed, focusing on the required coating and
substrate suitable combinations, and on the appropriate speed of sound measurements as input material
parameters. The numerical model applied for the analysis of rain erosion lifetime estimation is limited
to a linear elastic response of the polymer subjected to drop impact loads [4]. It is important to note that
polymeric materials recently applied on the LEP systems are mainly viscoelastic materials with good
properties for impact energy attenuation in erosion applications [16], that develop different mechanical
response depending on temperature and on stress and strain rates [17–19]. If these parameters are
not incorporated in the mechanical modeling, the predicted stresses of the coating behavior under
impingement may wrongly consider the material capabilities.
In order to develop an appropriate parametric approach based on the viscoelastic material
characterization, it is also necessary to consider a computational tool that allows one to design and
validate the proposed modelling. In this research, a previous analysis of candidate materials in the
temporal and frequency domain was developed to define applicable strain rate range for the required
characterization. The simulated analysis developed in this research in a linked reference [15] limits
the frequency for wind turbine rain erosion applications in a range of 0.5–7 MHz. The analysis has
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been done considering the constant values of material speed of sound and density for the impedance
definition, in order to reproduce the Springer modelling assumptions.
The speed of sound of viscoelastic materials is directly related with its modulus of elasticity [20].
The viscoelastic characterization of the LEP materials at the appropriate working frequency range
is limited for dynamic tests based on the vibration of rods or beams [21,22] and only possible using
ultrasonic waves [23–25]. Moreover, the use of the ultrasound technique in thin film applications has
additional issues as coupled thickness layer determination [26–30]. Alternatively, it is well known
for viscoelastic materials, that the frequency (strain rate) and temperature dependencies of polymer
properties are both related. One may use the time–temperature superposition principle to generate
the frequency-dependent curve, but in this case, other testing based on temperature variations are
also complex and limited as described in [15]. It is important to point out here that the frequency
sensitivity of ultrasound velocities is usually weak, of order tens m/s/decade, as described in [23], but
since it depends mainly on the polymers relaxation and Tg, it may be a remarkable source of property
variations in the performance analysis developed in this work.
The higher limit of 5 MHz proposed in [15] permits one to consider a conservative method for
the suitable measurement of the material impedance, providing an upper bound limit on the stiffness
variation of the viscoelastic response of the selected material, as demonstrated in [23,24], and for specific
impact erosion applications in [16]. Hence, a procedure for the measurement of acoustic impedance
with a time-of-flight technique of a thin viscoelastic layer using a planar ultrasonic transducer for the
frequency regime of interest is done in this work, in the next section.
In the current work, impedance measurements at suitable working frequency with Ultrasonic
testing are presented and developed as the input material data for the lifetime prediction based on
Springer modelling exposed with different application case analysis. An investigation into various
LEP coating application cases has been undertaken and related with the rain erosion durability factors.
LEP erosion performance at rain erosion accelerated testing technique is used as the key metric in an
effort to assess the response of changing material and processing parameters involved and to evaluate
the lifetime accuracy analysis.
2. Ultrasonic Measurement of Speed of Sound of Thin Coating LEP Materials
2.1. Test Standards Used for Ultrasonic Material Characterization
The ultrasonic technique is an important procedure for viscoelastic materials’ characterization
at high strain rates. It is broadly used for developing precise measurements of speed of sound and
attenuation. These two variables are the bases for accurately evaluating elastic moduli, and for
assessing mechanical properties at high frequencies. Layer thickness and the speed of sound are
important linked parameters also to account for LEP system configuration. If one of the parameters is
known, the other one can be determined by simple time-of-flight (TOF) measurement of ultrasound.
An ultrasound examination is based on the propagation of ultrasonic waves in the part to be
examined and the follow-up of the transmitted signal (called transmission technique), or of the signal
reflected or diffracted by any surface or discontinuity (called reflection technique). Both techniques
can use a single probe that acts as a transmitter and receiver, or a double probe, or separate transmitter
and receiver probes. In the same way, these two techniques can involve an intermediate reflection
coming from one or more surfaces of the examined object.
•

•

The transmission technique (ISO 16823 [31] contains a more detailed description of this technique)
is based on the measurement of the signal attenuation after the passage of an ultrasonic wave
through the examined part.
The reflection technique (pulse echo technique, ISO 16810 [32], and ISO 16811 [33]) uses the
reflected or diffracted signal from any interface of interest inside the examined object. This signal
is characterized by its amplitude and its position on the time base, the latter being a function
of the distance between the reflector and the probe. The location of the reflector is determined
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by knowledge of this distance, the direction of wave propagation, and the position of the probe.
Contact with the test object is generally preferred over separation by a liquid buffer or immersion
coupling medium. Although it is applicable, in general terms, to discontinuities in materials and
applications, other techniques like the time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD, ISO 16828 [34]) can be used
for both detection and sizing of discontinuities provided is performed with necessary consideration
of geometry, acoustical properties of the materials, and the sensitivity of the examination.
For speed of sound measurements, the objective is to determine the exact time interval needed
for a signal to travel between the front and back surface of a test object with previously known
thickness. Attenuation may be calculated from the ratio of the two amplitudes measured. The pulse
echo technique uses a broad band frequency range for most engineering solids, from about 300 to
about 400 MHz. Preferably, the test object must have smooth, flat, parallel opposing surfaces and
minimum thickness (to avoid excess of attenuation). It should meet the limitations for precise signal
analysis, like the absence of discontinuities like voids or other particles. In addition, adequate force on
the transducer is required to squeeze out excess coupling medium. Note that direct, normal incidence
reflections may not appear even if test object shape and boundaries meet the conditions when the
material is anisotropic, orthotropic or contains microstructural gradients.
2.2. Ultrasonic Speed of Sound Measurement Methodology for Thin Coating LEP Systems
Ultrasonic testing was undertaken with a Dolphitec ultrasonic system [35] using a pulse echo
mode (ISO 16810 [32], and ISO 16811 [33]). This technique is based on analyzing the propagation of
ultrasonic wave through the tested material. At each interface of the material, there is a spike in the
ultrasonic response. This allows for the measuring the speed of sound through the material by finding
the distance between the front-wall echo (spike response of the front face) and the back-wall echo and
matching this to the material’s actual physical measured thickness.
Ultrasonic scanning was employed to determine the acoustic impedance of neat LEP coating and
filler materials. The acoustic impedance, Z can be calculated by:
Z = ρC

(1)

where, ρ is the materials density and c is the speed of sound. These measurements were captured using
both single crystal 2.5 and 5 MHz probes. This allowed for the measurement of material impedance at
varying probe frequencies, providing information on viscoelastic response of the selected materials.
2.3. Testing Case Results
The coupons of LEP coatings, primer and filler materials for the impedance measurements were
supplied by Aerox Advance Polymers [36] and the testing developed by Dolphitec [35]. The coupons
prepared were of two geometries: a circular disc with a nominal diameter of 65 mm and thickness
ranging for 5.5–6.3 mm on average and thin laminates of 400 µm on average, see Figure 2. The testing
procedure was defined following the next steps:

Figure 2. (Left) Thin Coating LEP used for UT coupon, (Right) Example of how a Time of Flight
measurement is used in a tested coupon.
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For the 2.5 and 5 MHz probes, four locations were marked on each coupon and the thickness was
measured at each of these marked locations. Marks/points (starting from #1) are made on various
regions on the sample coupon.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Measurements are taken of different locations of the sample coupon using Mitutoyo Digital
Vernier caliper.
Transducer probe is placed on the coupon on the points marked region.
The number of transmitting elements and gain of the probe is adjusted to obtain a clear image of
the backwall echo with the corresponding front wall threshold.
The crosshair line on the C scan is placed on the point of the coupon, by this the GUI shows the
A scan, B scan and C scan image of the coupon at that point.
A line measurement tool is used to define a line from the front echo to the backwall on the point
on the sample. The measurement tool will display the depth, which here is the thickness of
the sample.
The velocity is adjusted in the velocity menu to obtain the measured thickness on the line measure
tool, as per the Vernier caliper reading of that point/location.
Thus, the speed of sound of that location on the coupon is recorded to obtain the impedance, with
known values of density using the Equation (1).

Figure 3 shows the impedance measurements using the 2.5 MHz probes. The impendence for
the coating LEP, primer and two different fillers were successfully measured in three different batches
with 6 measurements developed on each material. All materials measured showed a minor reduction
(5–10%) in the impedance values when measured with the 2.5 MHz probe frequency compared to the
5 MHz probe throughout all the materials tested. This would indicate a limited stiffness variation
in order to develop the erosion lifetime performance analysis with Springer modelling, assuming a
constant impedance value used as input data for each material and measured using the 5 MHz UT
probe for all cases. Figure 4 shows the average speed of sound measurements for the 5 MHz probe.

Figure 3. Average impedance measurements with the 2.5 and 5 MHz probes.
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Figure 4. Average Speed of Sound measurements with the 5 MHz probe.

3. Quantitative Analysis of Relative Acoustic Impedance Characterization Affecting Rain
Erosion Performance
The wear erosion lifetime prediction model used in this research was computationally evaluated
and implemented [15] to link material input data definition with its performance estimation. A complete
map of the liquid droplet, coating LEP and substrate (primer or filler) material impedances as input
parameters of the equations defined in the modelling is proposed in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Map of impedance values as input data for the wear erosion lifetime modelling, implemented
equations in [15]. Diagram of liquid, coating and substrate material impedances and operational
parameters affecting rain erosion performance.

In order to discuss assumptions and capabilities of the proposed modelling, different study cases
are followed throughout this section of the document.
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3.1. Case 1. Analysis of a LEP Multilayer System Rain Erosion Testing Based on ASTM G73-10
This analysis case considers the rig features used at University of Limerick based on ASTM
G73-10 [37] (Figure 6), with two set of coupons comparing the inclusion of a primer layer and another
one with the coating LEP application directly to the sanded filler (see [3] for details). The modelling
input data are defined in Table 1.

Figure 6. Reference multilayer configuration for rain erosion testing (RET) coupons (ASTM G73-10).
Liquid droplet and each material layer are defined by the input mechanical parameters of Table 1.
Table 1. Reference Input data used for the Lifetime Springer modelling in Case1. ASTM G73-10.
Material

Density
(gr/cm3 )

Modulus E
(Pa)

Speed of
Sound C (m/s)

Layer Thickness (µm)

Impact Velocity
specimen Vcenter
(m/s)

Water droplet
Coating LEP_1
Primer_1
Filler_1
Laminate Substrate
Aluminum support

1.00
1.160
1.260
1.300
1.930
2.700

2.19 × 109
3.48 × 109
5.12 × 109
4.90 × 109
1.10 × 1010
7.1 × 1010

1480.00
1733.00
2016.00
1941.00
2392.00
5127.00

2000 (diameter)
800
50
1000
1000
3300

135
135
135
135
135
135

Figure 7 shows the simulated analysis and the testing results tested at the WARER U.Limerick [3,7],
comparing for two experimental batches of given top coating material prototypes, with primer and
without primer, only with a filler substrate layer, as depicted in Figure 6. On the left vertical axes, one
can observe the mass loss for the simulated results (in straight lines). On the right vertical axes, the
box and whispers plots (in red for wear and in blue for debonding) are shown for each batch of the
rain erosion testing (RET) tested coupons (developed over five coupons size batches). Horizontal axes
define the incubation time for the experimental and simulated coupons. It is observed that since the
primer and the filler have very similar impedance values, the expected lifetime is also comparable.
Moreover, it is assumed that both materials have semi-infinite thickness (in the case of the primer, only
a 50 µm thickness is applied in real). The experimental testing anticipates the wear damage showing
inaccuracy on the modelling results. The simulated outcomes include important uncertainties due
to fundamental properties values used as input data on the modelling. In this case, LEP top coating
material ultimate strength was estimated with numerical extrapolation at high strain rates from [18].
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Figure 7. Rain erosion testing lifetime analysis for experimental tested and simulated material LEP
configuration comparing coating LEP configuration with No-primer layer (application directly to the
filler), and coating LEP configuration with intermediate primer layer.

The modelling approach nevertheless is useful to quantify how the expected lifetime of a given
configuration correlates with a given fundamental property variation, as introduced in Figure 5.
In Figure 8 is shown the lifetime consequence of a LEP material properties variation of 20%, such are
the computation of 80% and 120% values of the reference system. In this analyzed case, the wave
speed of the coating, cc (in green dotted) and is compared with the Ultimate Strength of the coating,
σuc , (in blue line). One can realize that a variation on the ultimate strength of the material influences
more significantly on the expected LEP lifetime (and so its determination by appropriate testing, but
out of the scope of this work). An example of that issue is quantified for the speed of sound values that
the Springer modelling requires as input data used in this research.

Figure 8. Lifetime analysis for experimental tested and simulated material LEP prototype comparing
20% variation of LEP Speed of Sound and Ultimate Strength.
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Other analysis is due to the relative impedance values on the interfaces liquid-coating and
coating-substrate that affect directly the lifetime performance results, see Figure 9. The parameters ϕLc
and ϕsc defined in Equation (2) (see Figure 5 for complete reference of the used equations), allow one
to identify suitable combinations to optimize lifetime performance by means of acoustic matching.

Figure 9. Relative impedance values comparing lifetime prediction due to 20% variation (computing
80% and 120% values) of the Coating cc and Substrate cs Speed of Sound.

It is important to note that the stress history and the criteria to consider how the stress waves
affect fatigue damage is based on a simplified one-dimensional and pure elastic single impact analysis
as introduced in previous section. Figure 10 shows the considered stress evolution at coating LEP
surface due to consecutive reflections defined in Equations (3)–(5), introduced in [15] and depicted in
Figure 5, for our reference system comparing lifetime prediction due to 50% variation of the coating
speed of sound cc (computing 50% and 150% of the reference values). The key parameter in this case is
the averaged stress σo calculated for the estimated impact duration. It is defined as a constant value in
Equation (8), introduced in [15], and directly applies in lifetime prediction with the number of impacts
estimation during incubation time, Equation (15). It is observed that a reduction and an increment
of the reference value reduce, in both cases, the coating LEP lifetime estimation. This is due that the
coating speed of sound values affect not only the coating-substrate reflections, also the liquid-coating
interface and hence to the waterhammer pressure at surface.
Figure 11 shows the equivalent analysis when the variation is due to the filler-substrate speed
of sound cs . In this case, that a 50% reduction on its value may yield and improvement of lifetime
estimation and a 150% of its reference value consequences an abrupt loss on erosion lifetime. Figure 12
depicts the stress history with the same assumptions, but at the interface coating-substrate, calculating
σh with Equation (9), introduced in [15].
The analysis allows one to define appropriate criteria for evaluate the coating LEP capability
to reduce or enhance the surface and interface stress, depending on its relative coating-substrate
impedance (or speed of sound). Its optimization in terms of fatigue lifetime may be coupled with another
parameter analysis, as discussed later in this section. By using other numerical simulation techniques
and more complex material models, the accurateness on this estimation may be also improved.
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Figure 10. Surface stress evolution analysis for simulated material LEP prototype comparing 50%
variation of LEP coating Speed of Sound.

Figure 11. Surface stress evolution analysis for simulated material LEP prototype comparing 50%
variation of Filler Substrate Speed of Sound.
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Figure 12. Interface stress evolution analysis for simulated material LEP prototype comparing 50%
variation of Filler Substrate Speed of Sound.

3.2. Case 2. Relative Coating-Substrate Impedance Variability. Analysis of a LEP Multilayer System Rain
Erosion Testing Based on DNVGL-RP-0171
This second case ponders a batch of three coupons with a LEP configuration definition used
for testing based on DNVGL-RP-0171 [38], following the modelling introduced and implemented
in [15,39] and validated at PolyTech [40], as depicted in Figures 13–15.
Table 2. Reference Input data used for the Lifetime Springer modelling in Case2. DNVGL-RP-0171.

Material

Modulus E (Pa)

Speed of Sound C
(m/s)

Layer Thickness
(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen Vcenter
(m/s)

Water droplet
LEP19_2.5 MHz
LEP19_5 MHz
Filler_5 MHz
Filler_2.5 MHz
Primer_5 MHz
Primer_2.5 MHz
FillerB_5 MHz
FillerB_2.5 MHz
Laminate Substrate

2.19 × 109
3.48 × 109
5.12 × 109
6.53 × 109
5.9 × 109
5.84 × 109
5.66 × 109
6.87 × 109
6.47 × 109
1.10 × 1010

1480.00
1733.00
2016.00
2241.00
2134.00
2153.00
2119.00
2098.00
2030.00
2392.00

2000 (diameter)
500
500
1000
1000
100
100
1000
1000
3400

121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121

The modelling input data is defined in Table 2 that correspond to the speed of sound testing
measurements developed for this research, in which the results are exposed in Figure 3. The objective
is to validate the Springer modelling capabilities in regard to frequency-dependent speed of
sound measurements.
Figure 16 shows RET testing data results tested at Polytech facilities. The two experimental
coupons are configured with an intermediate primer layer to avoid delamination and to observe wear
damage uniquely. It is observed the two RET test coupons (referenced S445-178R#2 and S445-178R#3)
showing wear erosion damage progression at intermediate time intervals.
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Figure 13. Reference multilayer configuration for RET coupons (DNVGL-RP-0171). Liquid droplet and
each material layer are defined by the input mechanical parameters of Table 2.

Figure 14. Application execution steps of RET testing coupons used in this work (DNVGL-RP-0171).

Figure 15. Rain erosion test facility and three specimens used at PolyTech Test and Validation A/S
according to DNV-GL-RP-0171 [38], for the analysis and experimental validation.

Figure 16. RET images of coupons S445-178R#2 and S445-178R#3 at intermediate testing time and
zoom details to appreciate erosion damage.
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The testing results data are also plotted in Figure 17 with a velocity-time representation (equivalent
to V-N number of impacts until failure), where the velocity varies for each coupon depending on the
location distance to the root of the rotating arm (see [38] for details on such a testing procedure) defining a
slope introduced in Equation (15), from [15]. Simulated performance results are observed when using
speed of sound measured values as input data at different UT frequencies of 5 or 2.5 MHz. It is detected
that both cases offer the same simulated results, noting no influence on such impedance measurement
deviations. The modelling results predict erosion damage earlier than RET testing. The accuracy of
this modelling is reasonable, since many other material and operational parameters uncertainties are
involved. Nevertheless, considering, in our problem, the unique variation due to the coating wave speed
Cc, see Figure 18, the incubation time estimation (number of impacts until failure) is obtained for each
simulated Cc value. It is observed the effect of increasing the coating speed of sound value Cc produces
an improvement in erosion performance for a range of Cc values. One may also observe that, for the
optimum value of Cc, a change in Cc becomes negative for this upper range values. Figure 19 shows the
equivalent analysis but for a substrate speed of sound value Cs variation range. Both results allow one to
define optimum values for material stiffness design reference. Figure 20 illustrates the limits of erosion
performance deviation when considering a 10% value of its original reference for the speed of sound
variation, in the coating and in the substrate. It is pointed out the stronger influence of the substrate speed
of sound, mainly due to its responsibility on transferring the energy of impact to the blade laminate (in
the Springer model, it is considered of semi-infinite thickness).
3.3. Case 3. Substrate Impedance Variability. Analysis of a LEP Multilayer System Rain Erosion Testing Based
on DNVGL-RP-0171
This third case ponders the effect of considering different substrate materials with the same coating
LEP. Figure 21 shows a blade section in reparation. It is observed different substrate material layers from
the structural laminate where a filler (putty) layer between the laminate and the coating is included.
Some manufacturers also include a primer layer under the coating and over the filler to improve
adhesion. Depending on each industrial solution, the inclusion of interfaces may accelerate erosion by
delaminating between layers. It is important in terms of repairing that the LEP configuration keeps
uniform through the thickness with the appropriate substrate. In this section, the possible different
erosion lifetime is analyzed due to the substrate layer impedance variation. Upon impingement, the
wave front in the top coating further advances towards the coating-substrate interface, where a portion
of the stress wave is reflected back into the coating with a different amplitude, depending on the
relative material acoustic impedances, and the remaining part is transmitted to the substrate layer and
hence to the blade.
In this worked case are used two batches of three coupons, each with two LEP configurations,
as depicted in Figure 13, for rain erosion testing based on DNVGL-RP-0171. The modelling input
data are defined in Table 2 that correspond to the speed of sound testing measurements developed for
this research and of which the results are exposed in Figures 3 and 4. Particularly, the simulation is
different to previous case 2, mainly because of the use of a different coating LEP; see Table 3 for its input
data. The analysis considers RET testing results obtained at ORE-Catapult [41] with a configuration
of coating LEP19B layer with a Primer layer (without filler layer) and then the laminate (glass fiver
reinforced epoxy). The second test ponders the RET testing results obtained at PolyTech [40] with
a configuration of coating LEP19B, primer layer and filler B as an intermediate substrate before the
fourth GFRE-laminate layer.
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Figure 17. V-Time plot for simulated coating LEP prototype, comparing both the effect of the droplet
impact velocity variations through the RET coupon from the root to the tip, according to DNVGL-RP-0171
and the comparing the simulated results when UT measuring at 2.5 and 5 MHz.

Figure 18. Incubation time estimation due to a unique variation of the coating wave speed Cc.
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Figure 19. Incubation time estimation due to a unique variation of the substrate (primer or filler) wave
speed Cs.

Figure 20. V-Time plot for simulated LEP prototype, comparing both the effect of a 10% variation on
the coating and substrate speed of sound variations.

Figure 21. Blade section in reparation showing different areas with different substrates. Droplet impact
reflected/transmitted stress on interface due to relative impedance.
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Table 3. Reference Input data used for the Lifetime Springer modelling in Case 3. DNVGL-RP-0171.

Material

Modulus E (Pa)

Speed of Sound C
(m/s)

Layer Thickness
(µm)

Impact Velocity
Specimen Vcenter
(m/s)

Water droplet
LEP19B_5 MHz
LEP19B_25 MHz

2.19 × 109
3.05 × 109
2.98 × 109

1480.00
1628.00
1609.00

2000 (diameter)
500
500

121
121
121

Figures 22 and 23 show the RET data testing results of the two LEP configurations, evaluating the
effect of using (primer-laminate) or (primer-fillerB-laminate) as substrate layers with LEP19B as the
coating layer. The damage points are depicted in a V-N plot with the number of droplets impacts, until
failure for each impact velocity.
We may calculate and fit the erosion strength Sec_ f it from the RET data as described in Equations (12)
and (15), see [15] and Figure 5, in terms of number of droplet impacts N, and observed velocity. The
erosion strength Sec_ f it of both LEP systems are derived using their RET data by matching the V f it and
nic_ f it values for a given RET data VN plot result as

Sec_ f it


1
!
 nic_ f it d2  5,7
(1 − eγ )(ψLc + 1)ψsc
Z cos(θ)(ψsc + 1)
 σo = V f it  L

= σo 
1
−
ZL
8.9 
γ(ψsc + 1)
+ 1 (1 − ψLc ψsc )

(2)

Zc

In our case, all the Sec_ f it values were obtained for all the damages (coupling V f it and nic_ f it ) of
each tested batch. The mean value of each set of initial failure points defined Sec_set was obtained and
plotted in a V-N curve for a complete range of V and N values with Equation (15), as introduced in [15].
See experimental RET data results in Figure 22 with V-N curve in dotted lines for the primer-laminate
or primer-fillerB-laminate used as substrate layers for each configuration. Subsequent intermediate
progression of damages until breakthrough are also plotted as aforementioned. It is perceived that
Springer V-N curve slope obtained for the aforementioned fit erosion strength follows the experimental
data for the initial damages (incubation time).
It is observed in Figure 22 for comparison and modelling accuracy validation that Springer
modelling simulations from fundamental properties (filled lines) of wear damage are also plotted,
considering the three cases of LEP19B as the coating layer combined with fillerB or primer or laminate
as substrate layer (with labelling LEP19B-fillerB, LEP19B-primer, LEP19B-laminate, respectively).
This is due to the fact that the Springer model only accounts for a semi-infinite substrate layer, and does
not consider a multilayer configuration as depicted in Figure 13. Since our tested systems contemplate
all a thin primer layer and then a filler or a laminate layer, the three possibilities were simulated,
and the results are plotted for comparison. The modelling results predict erosion damage earlier
than RET testing for the laminate and the filler B cases. In the contrary, Primer simulation shows
that the RET damages occur later than predicted. These results are as expected and are justified that
in reality the RET coupons have a multilayer configuration, where the primer is the first substrate
layer, but only with a thickness of 500 µm. That means that the overall mechanical effect is a mixture
between the thicker substrates (laminate or fillerB) and the primer. A worse performance is expected
when considering a pure primer layer and better for pure laminate substrate or pure fillerB substrate
(in agreement with the modelling results shown).
Figures 24 and 25 show that the incubation time estimation (number of impacts until failure) is
obtained for each simulated Cc and Cs value respectively. It is observed again (as in the previous case 2)
the effect of increasing the coating speed of sound value Cc and the substrate speed of sound value Cs in
a variation range. Both results allow one to define the influence of the substrate material responsibility
on transferring the energy of impact to the blade laminate, when considering its reparation with
added filler or putty layers. We can determine that the modelling estimates well wear failure and it is
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validated with the erosion strength derivation from RET testing data, which in fact is assumed to be
necessary within performance estimation methodology for correct erosion analysis.

Figure 22. V-N plot for RET testing and simulated coating LEP prototype comparing both the effect
of the droplet impact velocity variations though the RET coupon from the root to the tip according
DNVGL-RP-0171 and comparing the simulated results when varying the substrate impedance.

Figure 23. RET images of coupons at intermediate testing time for the two configurations: left,
(LEP19B-Primer-Laminate) and right, (LEP19B-Primer-FillerB-Laminate).
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Figure 24. Incubation time (Number of impacts until failure) numerical estimation, due to a unique
variation of the coating wave speed Cc when considering the Primer as the substrate layer.

Figure 25. Incubation time (Number of impacts until failure) numerical estimation, due to a unique
variation of the substrate wave speed CS when considering the LEP19B material as the substrate layer.

4. Conclusions
In the current work, an investigation into various LEP configuration cases have been undertaken
and related with the rain erosion durability factors, in an effort to assess the response of changing
material and processing parameters involved on its blade application.
Diverse cases are developed throughout the research work, in order to ponder the key issues on
appropriate LEP system definition for its mechanical characterization, to avoid a lack of accuracy on
erosion performance analysis. Viscoelastic material models are originally considered within a coating
layer impedance characterization methodology, based on ultrasound measurements for the modelling
input data in rain erosion lifetime applications. The computational tool has been used to define erosion
performance analysis, depending on the relative acoustic impedance of liquid, coating and substrate
materials. The proposed numerical procedures to predict wear surface erosion have been used to
identify suitable LEP coating and composite substrate combinations. Experimental campaigns of LEP
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erosion performance at rain erosion accelerated rain erosion testing (RET) technique have been used as
the validation key metric to assess the response of each combined material configuration.
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